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❚❚1 Introduction

This report has been prepared by Tibbalds Planning
and Urban Design on behalf of Wycombe District
Council (WDC) to explore the potential expansion of
Princes Risborough. Princes Risborough is a market
town that lies to the south of Aylesbury and to the
north west of High Wycombe in the northern half
of the district. It lies at the foot of the Chiltern Hills
and is adjacent to the Chilterns Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. It currently has a population of
approximately 8,000 people and 3,500 homes.
This study uses background information and research
produced specifically for this study and also information
produced to support the emerging Local Plan. This
information is summarised in the Background Report that
provides information that has informed this study.

To Aylesbury

Wendover

Longwick
Princes
Risborough

Stokenchurch

1.1 Local Plan preparation
A new Local Plan is currently being prepared by WDC for
the period to 2031. This will set the housing numbers for
the district as a whole. It will also address other strategic
issues including mixed use allocations and policies for the
protection and provision of employment land. It will review
and replace all remaining saved policies from the current
Wycombe District Local Plan, and the Core Strategy1.
The New Local Plan has already been through a number of
stages in its production. A number of background studies
have been undertaken to inform the development of different
growth scenarios for the district, which included the potential
expansion of Princes Risborough. Public consultation on
these options took place early in 2014. Three main options
for Princes Risborough were explored that included the
following:
■■ Low growth (600 homes);

Great
Missenden
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High Wycombe
Lane End
Marlow
Bottom

Wooburn and
Bourne End

Marlow

Fig 1.1: Princes Risborough in its wider district context
Motorway
‘A’ Roads
Railway
District boundary
Town
Village

■■ Medium growth (1,000 homes); and
■■ Very major expansion (2,000-2,500) homes.

This study will inform the development of the New Local
Plan in relation to potential growth at Princes Risborough.
No decision has been taken on whether there will be an
expansion of Princes Risborough. This study is exploring
the issues associated with expansion so that, when the time
comes to decide If expansion should take place, it is fully
informed by the implications for the town.

1

The Core Strategy is the strategic long term plan for the district.
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1.2 Defining the strategic area of
search
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The strategic area of search is defined in figure 1.2. It is an
indicative outline of the area of land that has been reviewed
for its ability to deliver new housing. The study area for the
project is broadly defined to the west by the railway line,
Lower Icknield Way to the north and the footway to Meadle
to the east (see figure 1.3).
Within this area there is a stream flowing from Mill Lane.
The name of this stream is not clear. This report calls it the
Crowbrook, on the basis that Crowbrook Road - which
follows the upper line of the brook prior to the railway being
built - took its name from the stream.
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1.3 The purpose of the study

oad

The purpose of this study is to provide a sound basis for the
expansion of the town. The study is seeking to address and
consider:
Indicative Strategic
area of search

Princes Risborough
Train Station

Fig 1.2: Plan indicating strategic area of search

■■ How new development could complement and enhance

the existing urban structure and character of Princes
Risborough;
■■ How new development might best be located to support
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the existing town and ensure ‘sustainable development’;
■■ Whether a new ‘bypass’ is necessary and if so what form
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this should take;
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■■ What social and community and other infrastructure is

required to support new development;
■■ The kind of edge that new development should have to
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the north and how this could be defined;
■■ The potential for new employment within the town

and how this might best be incorporated into any new
development;
■■ The views of the local community on the future of their

town; and
■■ What kind of place could be created and how this could

tie in and relate to Princes Risborough.

Fig 1.3: Defining the strategic area of search
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This study is not identifying the particular implications of
different sizes of growth - the issues are relevant for all scales
of expansion, and further work needs to be undertaken on
this matter.
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Fig 1.4: Aerial picture showing strategic area of search

Fig 1.5: View from strategic area of search towards Chilterns
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Fig 1.6: View of the historic core of Princes Risborough
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❚❚2 The Community Vision and Principles

The expansion of Princes Risborough presents an
opportunity to plan the town’s future in a comprehensive
and well-coordinated way. In order to ensure that any plan
is robust it is important to have a clear understanding from
the local community of their aspirations for the future of
the town and also to gain a clear picture about what works
and doesn’t work so well at the moment. In order to do this
a series of community engagement activities have been
undertaken:
■■ Between January and April 2014 consultation events

were held for the development of the Local Plan;
■■ In August 2014 a meeting was held with Princes

Risborough Town Council in the early information
gathering stages of this study, to discuss existing positive
features of the town and aspects of the town that don’t
work so well.
■■ A community consultation event was held in September

2014 to gather the views of local communities on a range
of issues in relation to the potential expansion of the town.
This included a number of workshop sessions including:
-- Landscape, ecology and views;
-- Access, movement and transport;
-- Community facilities; and
-- Character
This consultation built upon the consultation feedback
that was gained through the Local Plan development
process. It helped to create a vision for the future that could
be supported by the local community. A full report of all
the consultation events is provided in Appendix 5 of the
Background Report.
The feedback obtained from community engagement has
been analysed and interpreted to form a ‘community vision’
for the future of Princes Risborough.

Fig 2.1: Images of mapping produced during the Town Council meeting
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2.1 A vision for the future of Princes
Risborough
There was strong local opinion that Princes Risborough
should remain as a market town with one clearly defined
town centre. It was also felt that the connection with the
wider rural area was important and that new development
should ensure the connections with the surrounding
countryside aren’t lost. Using this information the following
vision statement has been developed:
“Princes Risborough should retain its market
town character and maintain its close
connections to its rural surroundings. It should
retain its role as an important centre for nearby
smaller settlements and ensure the positive
existing features of the town are maintained in
the future.”
The vision is supported by a set of supporting guidelines that
have been used to help guide and shape the options for the
potential expansion. These have been developed using the
input of the local community and are designed to reinforce
the vision statement above.
Supporting guidelines:
■■ Keep a sense of being a market town and acting as a

centre for the surrounding rural villages and smaller
settlements nearby by:
-- Retaining a clearly defined town centre;
-- Ensuring the town retains its feeling of compactness
and walkability;
-- Promoting improvements that will encourage tourism
and visitors; and
-- Reducing the impact of through traffic to enable
improvements to the town centre.
■■ Development should support the town centre by:

-- Having good, sustainable links to the town centre that
are attractive and pleasant and encourage people to
walk or cycle;
-- Encouraging people to use the town centre by making
really good use of the land within 10 minutes walking
distance of the town centre;

Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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-- Supporting improvements to the town centre,
such as identifying opportunities for public realm
improvements to ensure that it remains a pleasant and
attractive environment; and
-- Supporting proposals to reduce the amount of traffic
that passes through the town.
■■ Development should retain a positive ‘Princes

Risborough’ identity by:
-- Reflecting the positive aspects of the character of
Princes Risborough within the design of new homes;
-- Integrating any new development with the town so that
it doesn’t feel like a separate area;
-- Ensuring the town’s relationship with the wider
countryside is not lost with new development;
-- Retaining and protecting the green setting of the town
and its links to the countryside; and
-- Ensuring that new development does not coalesce
with Longwick and that both settlements retain their
individual character.
■■ Within the built up area of the town acknowledge that

there are separate identities for Princes Risborough and
Monks Risborough and allow these to flourish.
■■ Ensure that new development supports existing social

infrastructure and provides new facilities where required.
Ensure any new facilities contribute to the town feeling
like one place by:
-- Providing good, sustainable access for both new and
existing residents; and
-- Carefully considering the location of any new
facilities to ensure benefits to both new and existing
communities are maximised;
■■ Discourage people from using private cars for short,

local journeys by encouraging more sustainable forms of
transport by:
-- Providing good pedestrian / cycle links to Princes
Risborough station and town centre;
-- Improving pedestrian safety crossing the railway line;
-- Improving pedestrian routes / public rights of way to
nearby surrounding areas e.g. Longwick; and
-- Working with bus providers to improve services.

DECEMBER 2014

Fig 2.3 Images from the September 2014 public consultation event

Fig 2.2 Images from the September 2014 public consultation event
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❚❚3 Constraints and Opportunities

A detailed Background Report is available that
examines a range of technical matters. These
are summarised into the main constraints and
opportunities diagrams. The key points are
summarised below.

3.1 Constraints
■■ The railway line is a significant barrier to integrating new

development with the existing town.
■■ The A4010 is congested, particularly around the town

centre.
■■ The main railway station and town centre are not close

together which makes effective public transport routes
more difficult.
■■ Existing roads are not felt to be safe for cycling, placing

higher reliance on the use of the private car.
■■ The area is at the foot of the Chiltern escarpment, with

views over the area being very important.
■■ Flooding and drainage, including ground and surface

water flooding, means that some areas are less
appropriate for development, or need mitigation to deal
with the issue.

■■ Surrounding villages do not want to become subsumed

by the expanded town, and Monks Risborough wants to
retain its distinct identity.
■■ Alscot Conservation Area lies in the heart of the search

area. There is a statutory duty to preserve or enhance the
character and appearance of this built environment.
■■ There are two designated wildlife sites, and other

potential wildlife interests to be protected.
■■ Former unlicensed landfill on the Hypnos site means that

further investigations will be required to establish whether
this land is suitable for residential development.
■■ The sewage works alongside the railway may constrain

the type and location of development nearby. A 150
metre buffer from the relevant parts of the study area is
assumed at this stage.
In addition – but not able to be shown on the diagram –
attracting new employment (‘inward investment’) to the town
will be difficult because of its size and location relative to the
M40.

Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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Fig 3.1: Constraints plan
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Note: The Strategic Area of Search reflects the extent of
our study area, not the extent of future development.
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3.2 Opportunities
■■ Use new roads necessary to service the new

development to reduce the traffic on the A4010, and
identify opportunities for a better town centre.
■■ Improve links under / over railway to make a connected

town, so new residents support the town centre and
other town facilities.
■■ The relatively flat topography provides an opportunity

for cycling to be a convenient travel choice by improving
routes in the existing town and making new routes.
■■ The Crowbrook provides an opportunity to improve

biodiversity, and a leisure use, as a linear park.
■■ The hedgerows, rights of way, potential views to local

landmarks, and the character of the area can provide a
structure to the masterplan for the area.
■■ To use landscape design as the driving force behind the

masterplan, to acknowledge the AONB setting.
■■ To provide new community facilities such as schools and

open space, to meet the needs of new residents, and for
the use of the wider town.
■■ To establish a country park to maintain the gap between

Longwick and Princes Risborough.

Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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Fig 3.2: Opportunities plan
Existing pedestrian rights of way improved

Strategic area of search within about 10 minutes
walk (800m) of the town centre

Longwick Road could be improved

Town centre

Enhance local wildlife sites
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Preserve and enhance Conservation Area
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Local landmarks - links to these could be improved
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Crowbrook watercourse Enhanced biodiversity and leisure
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Longwick
Employment allocation (the Hypnos site)
Area of least sensitivity to long distance views
Existing strategic bus route and bus stops
Potential new strategic bus route - indicative
Existing bus route
Improve links across the railway
Cycle route
Strategic views from Chilterns A.O.N.B
from Whiteleaf Cross viewpoint
Strategic area of search
Note: The Strategic Area of Search reflects the extent of
our study area, not the extent of future development.
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❚❚4 Issues and Potential Responses

The following section sets out the key issues for
the expansion of Princes Risborough and a range
of ways to respond to each issue. Not all of the
responses across the 11 different issues will be
compatible with each other, and so once the most
appropriate responses have been determined for
each issue, there may be a variety of ways to lay
out the potential development area. Similarly if
less than 2,500 homes are developed, not all of the
infrastructure or other benefits described here will
be needed or even deliverable.
The 11 issues are:
1. Relieve congestion in Princes Risborough.
2. Strengthen alternatives to the car.
3. Integrate the town and support the town centre.
4. Strengthen networks for leisure and wildlife.
5. Address ground and surface water flooding.
6. Nurture locally grown employment and business
opportunities.
7. Ensure settlements retain distinct identities.
8. Respect the character of Alscot Conservation Area.
9. Define a clear edge to development.
10. Design with existing landscape features to reduce
impacts on important views.
11. Get the right infrastructure in the right place at the right
time.

Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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❚❚ Issue 1: Relieve congestion in Princes Risborough

The A4010 Wycombe Road/ Aylesbury Road
experiences high traffic volumes at peak times,
especially in Princes Risborough town centre.
With an expanded town there will be new road
infrastructure, which has the potential to reduce
traffic on the A4010 in the future.
Background
Congestion on the A4010 is an important issue for Princes
Risborough. The New Road/ Longwick Road/ Aylesbury
Road roundabout - 'Tesco’s roundabout’ - is heavily
congested at peak times and close to capacity. ‘New Road’
was built to relieve the High Street, but New Road is now
itself congested. This has a negative impact on the town
as a whole, and the town centre in particular. In addition,
the A4010 is the main emergency services route from High
Wycombe to Stoke Mandeville Hospital.
Even without any expansion of the town, local roads are
forecast to see 21% more traffic at peak times by 2031,
taking many more of the junctions along the A4010 over
capacity: the Longwick Road/ Lower Icknield Way, Lower
Icknield Way/Summerleys Road, and New Road / Longwick
Road/Aylesbury Road junctions, as well as the Little Kimble
Station Road junction. The worst effected streets overall
would be in the town centre - New Road and Bell Street.
Traffic modelling undertaken in the Princes Risborough Area
Transport Study (2014) found that the traffic predominantly
heads south in the morning peak hour, returning north in the
evening, with up to 60% being local, rather than throughtraffic.
As a first step to exploring if expansion of the town could
provide new infrastructure that would also benefit the
existing town, the Local Plan considered two ‘relief road’
alignments – an outer route and an inner route. The concept
behind relief roads is to move large volumes of traffic quickly.
The two routes were examined to look at whether they could:
■■ relieve pressure on the town centre road network and

junctions in the future;
■■ have sufficient capacity for the future growth in traffic, as

Any detailed designs working up these options would need
to address:
■■ visual impacts - in the design of the road and integration

within the landscape, and in joining the existing road
network. A key issue would be raising road levels to
cross streams or railway lines where bridges or other
structures would be required;
■■ noise impacts - where the road can be heard from and

how this impacts on enjoyment of the countryside, for
new and existing residents;
■■ severance of connections between Princes Risborough

and the surrounding countryside, particularly for those on
foot and cycle, but also for biodiversity; and
■■ ecological impacts on the habitats, movement or grazing

patterns of existing species, such as bats, birds or
reptiles.
In general, the best way to address these issues is to design
for slower traffic speeds, with narrower road alignments
that sit well within the landscape. This is at odds with the
need to move large volumes of traffic quickly. However,
given that 60% of the traffic is local to the town, is a 'relief
road' to move large volumes of traffic quickly the right
objective? It suggests a different approach might be more
appropriate - building through routes, as an integral part of
the development, designed to take both through and local
traffic, giving motorists a choice of routes, and adding to the
resilience of the network. There are many examples from
other towns and cities of streets that have been designed to
be people-friendly, but still carry significant levels of traffic at
slower speeds. These new approaches have shown that it
is possible to ‘civilise’ traffic, while at the same time achieve
acceptable flows and journey times.
Responses

There are three possible responses – the outer relief
road and inner relief road from the Local Plan, or a
‘through’ or ‘integrated’ route. These options are
clearly mutually exclusive.

well as development related traffic; and
■■ include more sustainable forms of transport, such as

good pedestrian and cycle facilities.
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Response 1: Outer Relief Road
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The indicative ‘outer’ relief road may not readily divert
new development traffic to it. The location of the new
development relative to the line of the road means that
new residents would be likely to travel south to the A4010
as the more direct route. The potential impacts of traffic
travelling at design speeds of 50-60 mph would involve
turning Horsenden Lane into a road, which could not be
achieved without causing considerable harm to Horsenden
Conservation Area and the setting of listed buildings. It
Longwick
would also pass through two major medium-high flood
risk areas. The limited traffic benefits weighed against the
environmental costs suggests this option would cause more
Vehicle carriageway - 2 lanes in each direction 30mph
harm than good, and should not be
pursued further.

Planting on pavements
and central reservation

Princes
Risborough

A4010

Concerns regarding
road alignment

Dedicated cycle lane

Dedicated
cycle lane 1: Outer Relief Road - DiagramRear
Issue
1 Response
showing
the potential
vehicle access
to
property
alignment of an outer ring road

Through Road/Boulevard - Option 1

Bypass Road - 50mph

Significant set back
between rear of
dwellings and bypass

Outer relief road 50 - 60 mph

Bypass - Options 2a/2b
Section showing potential road typology for an outer relief road
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Response 2: Inner Relief Road
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The indicative ‘inner’ relief road, while not fixed other than
at its junction with Lower Icknield Way/ Mill Lane (north)
and Summerleys Road (south), would continue close to the
railway station for vehicular and cycle access. The bypass
character of this design would mean speeds of 40-50 mph,
so that few crossings and junctions could be incorporated,
and a green buffer would be needed to reduce noise along
its edge with any development. If it takes the most direct
route it would pass close to Alscot Conservation Area. It
would also pass through the medium-high flood risk area
on Summerleys Road. The environmental impacts are thus
less severe than the ‘outer relief road’, and the traffic benefits
better. Further work needs to be done to understand if the
benefits outweigh the harm.

Longwick

Princes
Risborough

A4010

Direct access to station

Issue 1 Response 2: Inner relief road - diagram showing how a relief
road within this area could provide a strategic connection from near to
the station across the study area and up to Lower Icknield Way.

Green buffer with cycle route
Inner relief road
Open space

2 lanes of traffic 40-50 mph

Section showing inner relief road
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Response 3: Through or Integrated Route
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There is no indicative route for this option. This can only be
prepared in conjunction with a masterplan for the expansion
of the town. However, the slower design speeds – 30 to
40 mph – mean that it would be less of a barrier, with more
pedestrian and cycle crossings, side road junctions, and
smaller development setbacks. The new development could
front onto it, perhaps with trees in a boulevard style. This
design would use more contemporary approaches to road
building to create a ‘slow and steady’ flow of traffic, rather
than a fast moving bypass. It may be less costly, meaning
that funds would be available for other benefits – although
this needs more work. Further work needs to be done to
ensure that this would fully deliver the benefits of taking
traffic off the A4010.

Longwick

A4010

Princes
Risborough

Issue 1 Response 3: Diagram showing how a new route through the
area of search could serve the new development directly as well as
providing an additional route around the north of the town.

Vehicle carriageway: 1 lane in each direction 30 - 40 mph

Section showing integrated road
Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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Summary
Today’s and forecast future traffic congestion in the town
centre mean that many key road junctions on the A4010 are
and will be at capacity, with around 40% of vehicles making
through trips. The potential expansion of the town creates a
combined opportunity to alleviate town centre congestion
and meet the needs of the development. This could be done
with:
1. An outer relief road – although the limited congestion
benefits and evident environmental harm suggests that
this option should not be pursued further.
2. An inner relief road.
3. A through or integrated road.
Further work is needed to establish whether 2 or 3 would be
the better option.
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❚❚ Issue 2: Strengthen alternatives to the car

New road infrastructure can help to relieve existing
and future traffic issues in the town. However,
some residents will not have access to a car,
and, while some will always need a car to get to
their destination, providing attractive and useful
alternatives increases the choices available to all
and can also help to reduce traffic on the roads, and
gives opportunities to have healthier lifestyles.
Background
There are two railway stations that serve the study area.
From Princes Risborough there are frequent mainline
services to Birmingham and London Marylebone (2-3 per
hour). From here there is also a branch line to Aylesbury
with an hourly service in each direction, stopping at Monks
Risborough. Train services are well-used.
The 300 bus route is a frequent interurban service, running
every 15 minutes from Aylesbury to High Wycombe, along
the A4010 through the town.
There are other, infrequent services which provide a
patchwork of coverage. The 120/121 bus service runs twice
a day only between Thame and Princes Risborough, off
peak. There is a peak hour-only service between Chinnor
and Princes Risborough station. The Risborough Area
Community bus runs a range of off-peak services within the
town and to the rural hinterland.
Being compact and relatively flat, the town has good
potential for cycling, though at present there are few
designated routes for cycling in the area. There are good
leisure cycling options such as the town is on National Cycle
Network Route 37: part of this is the Phoenix Trail, which
follows the track of a disused railway line, and the Icknield
Way.

Responses
1. Locate new essential facilities so that they are accessible
to new development, reducing the need to travel and
dependence on the private car.
2. High levels of traffic during peak hours and difficulties in
matching jobs to homes at Princes Risborough mean
that access to high quality, frequent public transport will
be essential for new development. Direct, attractive and
safe walking and cycling routes to Princes Risborough
station will facilitate access to the mainline services,
alongside expanding some parking provision. Routing
bus services via the main station needs exploration.
3. A development of 2000-2500 homes can support a new,
high quality bus route, either as a standalone service
or as a variant of the 300 service. This service would
run through the new development: how it relates to
the existing 300 service needs to be explored, but key
destinations could include the town centre, the railway
station(s) and the schools.
4. The existing patchwork of local bus services could be
integrated and improved.
5. Create a clear and safe cycle network in the new
development, connecting to key locations such as
the railway stations, town centre and schools, and
significantly improve the existing town for cycling.
6. The provision of an alternative route for traffic through the
area of the new development creates the opportunity to
improve the environment in the town centre.
7. Improving access to high-speed broadband will help
people to work locally, whether from home or for small
businesses in the town.

People enjoy using the public rights of way network to get
into the countryside. The main roads through the town and
out into the countryside are dominated by traffic, which can
deter pedestrians.

Summary

Improving access to high-speed broadband can also
influence people’s travel patterns, enabling more people
to work from home, and locally based small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) to flourish in the area.

1. Getting to the main railway station on foot and by bike is
a priority.

Providing attractive alternatives to the car can help to reduce
traffic and offer healthy choices in the way people travel.

2. Provide new and enhanced bus services and prioritise
new development where it can have access to high
quality bus services.
3. The provision of new road infrastructure creates the
opportunity to improve routes for cyclists and those on
foot, particularly in the town centre environment.

Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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4. High speed broadband has a role in reducing the need to
travel.
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Issue 2: Diagram showing how which parts of the area of search (in
orange) could have good pedestrian access to Princes Risborough
Train Station via a new link, and to improved bus services along
Longwick Road, or within future development (in blue).
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❚❚ Issue 3: Integrate the town and support the town centre

Responses to the consultation showed significant
concern that new development might detract from
the town centre, particularly if the new development
had shops or facilities that would compete with the
existing town centre. People were also worried that
growth on the other side of the railway line would
be hard to integrate with the existing town, with the
risk that there would be ‘two towns’ either side of the
railway.
Background
The study area lies beyond the Aylesbury railway line, which
defines the north-western edge of the town today. Longwick
Road and Mill Lane connect to the study area under the
railway, though there is only a narrow footway under the Mill
Lane bridge. People can also use level crossings to cross
the railway along local footpaths, but these are poor quality
and can present safety hazards. Network Rail has a policy of
closing or diverting level crossings where possible.
The town centre is compact and has a fair offer of shops,
pubs and services. Very few units are vacant at present.
However, the townspeople would welcome a wider range of
shops and restaurants. The largest supermarket, Tesco, is
relatively small and the car park there is cramped. Overall,
people feel that the town needs more parking spaces and
compare it unfavourably to Thame.
New development in the study area will need to integrate
well with the existing town. People will need to feel that
the town centre is easily accessible, especially on foot or
by bike, so that they choose to shop and socialise there.
Their patronage can sustain an improved town centre offer.
Background studies indicate that about 1500 sqm of new
retail will be needed, and existing plans2 allocate two small
mixed-use sites in the town centre at New Road and Horns
Lane which could accommodate some new facilities. New
business start-ups in and around the town centre could be
encouraged.

Responses
1. Make the direct connections over the railway as attractive
and easy to use as possible, especially in the area closest
to the town centre at Park Mill Farm.
2. Make use in development layouts the direct views of the
church as a town centre landmark to ensure the new
development feels connected to the town.
3. Make good use of land close to and on the direct links to
the town centre i.e. within 10 minutes walk, around 800m
direct walking distance. New pedestrian connections
over the railway line will extend the area within this
proximity.
4. Look at town centre sites, such as Horns Lane, to
intensify their use, and how to increase town centre
parking, and if there is a need for a larger supermarket,
the starting point will be to look for sites close to the town
centre, so that the centre is reinforced.
5. Any local centre in the new area should be to meet local
shopping needs only and not to compete with the town
centre.
Summary
Development should be integrated with the existing town
and reinforce the town centre.
■■ New shops and services should primarily be located

within the town, with only local shops in the new
development.
■■ Intensify sites within the town centre to provide additional

facilities.
■■ Improve direct connections over the railway especially in

the area closest to the town centre at Park Mill Farm.

Some shops and services will be needed within the new
development area but these will only be of a local scale so
that they do not compete with the town centre.
2

This is in WDC’s Delivery and Site Allocations plan,
adopted in 2013.
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Issue 3: Diagram showing the parts of the area of search that are within
closest walking distance of the town centre. Access to the town centre
is significantly enhanced with new pedestrian and cycle crossings over
the railway line. The location of St Mary’s Church is also shown.
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❚❚ Issue 4: Strengthen networks for leisure and wildlife

One of the benefits of living in Princes Risborough
is that the town has close relationship with the
countryside around it, making it easy to go for rural
walks taking local circular or long distance routes,
without needing a car to get there.
Background
The study area for the potential expansion of the town lies
across the railway line from residential areas, and includes
many existing public rights of way – footpaths and bridleways
– to other settlements and joining main roads. Without
considering these leisure networks as an integral part of
any development, that town-country relationship could be
threatened and the amenity that many people enjoy lost.
The high safety risk associated with the three existing level
crossings mean that Network Rail could seek to close these
crossing points in the future, and so new ways to access
the countryside to the north will be needed. The railway
under-bridges at Mill Lane and Longwick Road also need
improvement as the pavements are too narrow, missing or
poorly surfaced. The planned East-West Rail project may
offer the possibility to improve access over and under the
railway line as part of its works, although proposals are not
yet available.
As it is important to encourage and maintain healthy
lifestyles, creating new and linked informal leisure trails
and routes will need to form a key part of any development
structure. There will also be new open space for parks, play
areas, sports grounds and allotments. Up to 2,500 homes
would require 19 hectares of open space, in addition to
smaller play spaces close to people’s homes, and the public
spaces throughout the town today. The location of existing
and new open spaces should be considered in tandem
to make access between them safe and easy for a wide
range of users – whether young or old – as well as meeting
localised needs for public space, regardless of whether
these are new or existing residents.
Another important consideration for open space networks
is biodiversity and supporting wildlife, ensuring that there
are green links through development areas which are
suitable for different species to forage and pass through,
as well as space to thrive. The existing landscape of the
study area includes many features that should be retained.
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These open spaces for biodiversity may or may not be the
same as the leisure spaces associated with development
needs. The biodiversity networks need to join existing
habitats within hedgerows and woodlands, along the railway
embankments, the stream and local wildlife sites (LWS)
at Longwick Bog and Kingsmead Meadow and Pond (a
Biological Notification Site). Sometimes it is appropriate to
use these networks for leisure, but in other cases biodiversity
benefits from having people excluded.
Responses
1. Take the line of the Crowbrook and establish a linear park
along its route for both leisure and biodiversity benefit,
with links to the countryside beyond.
2. Link existing hedgerows, rights of way and areas of
particular biodiversity interest into an effective network.
3. Providing new footbridges over the railway, including a
potential green ‘garden bridge’ between Park Mill and
the existing park, and improve footways under the railway
line to provide better leisure access to the study area.
4. Maintain existing public rights of way through any
development area and providing new links to them.
5. Establish a country park to maintain the gap between
Longwick and Princes Risborough.
Summary
Keeping the ‘town and country’ connection that Princes
Risborough currently enjoys is important with any expansion.
This can be done using:
1. A linear park along the Crowbrook and a country park
between Longwick and Princes Risborough.
2. New footbridges over and improved footways under the
railway line.
3. Link existing hedgerows, rights of way and areas of
particular biodiversity interest into an effective network.
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Issue 4: Diagram showing the potential for strategic green networks
within and around the area of search making good use of existing rights
of way and areas of ecological value.
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❚❚ Issue 5: Address ground and surface water flooding

The geology on which Princes Risborough sits, with
its proximity to the Chiltern Hills mean that ground
and surface water is an issue, particularly during
rainy weather as the land is unable to absorb any
further water.
Background
There are four main types of flooding – fluvial (flooding from
rivers and streams), surface water, sewer and ground water
flooding.
In terms of fluvial flooding, only a small part of the area
of search is affected. It will be necessary that we test if
there are other locations within the study area that could
accommodate development, but if development in the area
proves necessary, appropriate mitigation measures must be
built in. But this is not the type of flooding that is the biggest
issue in expanding Princes Risborough.
Surface, sewer and ground water flooding are all interrelated. In situations where the flooding of sewers occurs,
this is often due to periods of heavy rain adding more surface
water to the local drainage and sewage network from the
hard surfaces of roads, driveways and paved areas. This can
be too great for the existing network to manage, and is a key
factor in planning for waste water.
All development is required to plan for the disposal of its
waste water and the surface water – rainwater from roads
and roofs. In Princes Risborough there is a network of
sewer drainage connections from properties to the sewage
treatment works on Summerleys Road.
Over the last few decades, the way surface water is
managed has changed. To reduce the amount of water
in the drainage system, measures (known as SUDS, or
sustainable urban drainage) are used, to ‘hold’ water, so that
it does not rush into and overwhelm the drainage system.
SUDs includes measures such as green roofs, swales and
ponds, which slowly release the water. The preference is
that this is released back into the land rather than into the
drainage system. This not only has ecological benefits, such
as allowing the water to return to aquifers, but also allows
extreme weather events to be better managed.
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However the local geology, of clay at the foot hills of the
chalk Chiltern hills, means that ground water levels are
naturally high. When it rains, the ground is unable to absorb
any additional water, and low lying land, local streams and
watercourses become flooded. Without anywhere to drain
to, this causes surface water flooding, typically at low points
in the road network and gardens. Here this has been seen
at Mill Lane, Crowbrook Road, Longwick Road, Kingsmead,
and Lower Icknield Way.
There are a number of ways to respond to these issues.
Responses
1. Prioritise sites that do not have a history of flooding and
ensure mitigation measures are taken.
2. Ensure that existing water courses and the stream are
not impeded and can continue to flow, even with higher
water levels.
3. Ensure that development is lower density in areas at
particular risk, with plenty of space for infiltration and
attenuation.
4. Create strategic wetlands to act as large-scale natural
SUDs for areas, which are planned for biodiversity and
ecological value, which may remain saturated for some
time.
Summary
1. Due to the geology and topography of the landscape
around Princes Risborough, the area has high ground
water levels, and consequently sees ground water and
surface water flooding.
2. Give first choice for development to areas that are not
subject to flooding and build in full mitigation measures.
3. Give space for water courses to flow freely, including in
times of flood.
4. Use development densities creatively.
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Issue 5: Diagram showing the parts of the area of search that are
subject to flooding and drainage issues of various types. The areas
affected within the study area are subject to poor drainage and surface
water flooding issues.
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❚❚ Issue 6: Nurture locally grown employment and new businesses
opportunities

Supporting and growing the local economy is a key
issue for any major expansion of the town. Major
residential growth without a stronger local economy
risks much increased out-commuting and growth
that is not sustainable.
Retaining and supporting existing businesses in
the town is important as the location of Princes
Risborough is unlikely to attract major new ‘readymade’ business to the town (so called ‘inward
investment’). This means that there is a need for
Princes Risborough to grow its own employment
opportunities.
Background
From a commercial perspective Princes Risborough is
relatively remote as a place to locate major new business.
It is some distance from major population and commercial
centres, notably the economically strong Thames Valley,
and is not well connected to the strategic road network,
particularly the M40 and the A41, for it to be a major draw
either.
Over the last decade or so there has been a loss of jobs from
the town and several major businesses have been lost to the
town. However, some major manufacturers such as Ercol
and Hypnos remain, and some new business development
has taken place in recent years on the Princes Estate in the
form of the Regents Park development. The light industrial
element of this development was particularly successful
whereas the office component has proved more difficult to
let, due to both local and wider factors.
The overall market view is that demand for new business
space is going to be relatively limited looking into the future
and is likely to come from existing local occupiers plus
some possible overspill from High Wycombe. This may not
change significantly with major new residential development.
However it is still important to provide the right opportunities
for local businesses to grow locally and to provide places for
new businesses to start up.
The recent relocation of Leo Pharma from the Longwick
Road employment area raises questions about the future
of this area. There is, however, additional undeveloped
land (around 2 hectares) on the Princes Estate, which
until recently was owned by the Homes and Communities
Agency, where there is scope for more business
development.
Princes Risborough Expansion: Issues and Responses
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Responses
There are a number of possible responses to these issues:
1. To give existing businesses the opportunity to develop
‘state of the art’ facilities by providing new sites for them.
Sites could include:
-- Expanding the Princes Estate onto adjoining land.
-- Taking advantage of new road infrastructure as a
focus for new business land, potentially on part of Park
Mill Farm close to the intersection of the Aylesbury and
Birmingham railway lines.
2. Integrate new small scale offices and flexible workspace
into the new development, potentially focused at a local
centre, potentially with public sector investment as a
start-up hub.
3. Identify opportunities to provide flexible ‘hub space’
in the town centre, potentially as part of mixed use
development opportunities.
4. Address existing problems on the Princes Estate
including lack of parking for the office component
of Regents Park, making best use of the remaining
business land.
5. Work with Buckinghamshire County Council, other
district and county councils and local enterprise
partnerships to improve road links to key strategic road
links, notably the M40 and the A41.
6. Promote Princes Risborough as a place to do business,
emphasising its good (and improving) rail links to
business less reliant on road based transport.
Summary
The locational disadvantages of Princes Risborough mean
that it is not a place where major new businesses will
relocate to. However, to secure more sustainable growth of
the town every effort should be made to support existing
business and enable them to grow, including:
1. Providing sites for existing businesses to expand onto
2. Providing land for new small scale offices and flexible
workspaces
3. Identifying opportunities in the town centre for ‘hub
space’
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Issue 6: Diagram showing the location of existing allocated employment
sites around the town and the location of the town centre in relation to
the area of search.
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❚❚ Issue 7: Ensure settlements retain distinct identities

Although it is important for any new development
to the north west of Princes Risborough to be well
integrated into the structure and daily life of the
town, it is equally important that the surrounding
villages – Longwick, Monks Risborough and Askett
remain separate. Alscot is addressed under Issue 8.
Background
In public consultation during 2014, residents of both Princes
Risborough and Longwick village have identified the need
for any future development proposals to ensure that the two
settlements remain separated by open countryside.
Residents of Monks Risborough also have a strong sense
of identity, despite the fact that it has merged with Princes
Risborough along its southern edge.
Askett is a rural village within the green belt and AONB. It
is linked to Monks Risborough by the development along
Crowbrook Road, but retains a very separate sense of
identity.

Responses
1. Create a country park south of Lower Icknield Way
(B4009) to preserve the countryside between Longwick
and Princes Risborough.
2. Maintain the open countryside between Monks
Risborough, Askett and any development north of
the railway line, to ensure that Monks Risborough’s
distinctiveness as a settlement is not further eroded in
the future.
3. Structure any new development in Princes Risborough to
form neighbourhoods around newly provided community
facilities or the nearest existing local centre, to ensure
that there is integration between areas.
4. Ensure that new or improved connections over/ under
the railway line support access to these local centres and
direct links to the town centre.
Summary
The historic settlements of Princes Risborough, Monks
Risborough, Longwick, and Askett should remain distinct
and identifiable places. This can be done by:
1. Creating a country park between Longwick and Princes
Risborough.
2. Maintaining open countryside between Monks
Risborough, Askett and any new development.
3. Integrating new development with Princes Risborough
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Issue 7: Diagram showing the broad arrangement of settlements
around Princes Risborough, including Monks Risborough, Longwick
and Askett and indicating the need to use landscape to ensure that
these remain distinct.
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❚❚ Issue 8: Respect the character of Alscot Conservation Area

Alscot hamlet is a Conservation Area, which is
protected by planning policies intended to preserve
or enhance its character and appearance.

Responses
There are two contrasting ways to respond to Alscot’s
special character:

Background

Either

The small hamlet of Alscot lies to the north west of Princes
Risborough and is reached by Alscot Lane from Longwick
Road. The Alscot Conservation Area Character Survey
(1997) outlines the following key characteristics:

1. Separate the hamlet from any development. Because it is
located by the Crowbrook, it could be integrated into the
linear park, which would provide an open space setting
in place of the current rural setting. But how would the
development on the edge of this setting relate? Could it
end up feeling isolated from surrounding communities?

■■ a degree of containment or enclosure from the

surrounding countryside due to the restricted views out;
■■ flint walling with red brick dressing features;
■■ a simplicity in form and the rustic nature of the buildings,

and the use of vernacular materials; and
■■ a small stream to the north-west of Alscot Lodge, which

contributes to the setting of the buildings and adds to the
rural character.
It is a small and loose-knit collection of buildings that grew
from a single farmstead, and today the outbuildings have
been converted into residential properties.
It presents a real asset to the new part of the town, giving a
potential opportunity to give a sense of history to the new
development, and providing a natural focus. However careful
consideration must be given to whether changes to its
setting could undermine its character and appearance.

Or
2. Integrate it using its containment and simple
characteristics to form a distinctive part of the
development, with very carefully designed nearby new
buildings positioned to reflect its enclosure and the scale
of spaces between buildings – just as in many town
centres the historic buildings become a ‘core’ with more
recent development adjacent.
Summary
Alscot hamlet is a Conservation Area, and any new
development must preserve or enhance its character and
appearance. New development proposals could respond it
in two ways:
1. Separate the hamlet with a green buffer around it.
Or
2. Integrate it within a larger rural area to form a distinctive
part of the development.
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Issue 8: Diagram showing the Conservation Areas within and around
Princes Risborough including the Alscot Conservation Area within the
area of search.
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❚❚ Issue 9: Define a clear edge to development

The town currently has a clear ‘town edge’ - the
Aylesbury Railway Line. The new development
needs to have the same characteristic - a clear edge.
Background
In the public consultation held in 2014, one of Princes
Risborough's best characteristics was judged to be its
compact and walkable scale, with the town centre easily
reached on foot or by bicycle from most areas of the town.
There was considerable concern that once the town
crossed the London-Aylesbury railway line, that there
would be no realistic way of limiting its growth or piecemeal
development in the future. Any expansion of the town
would therefore need to provide a new defined edge and
prevent coalescence with Longwick village, and close off the
potential for further unplanned parcels of development on its
fringes.
The new ‘urban edge’ could be based on existing landscape
features, such as the Crowbrook, running from Mill Lane
through the Kingsmead Meadow local wildlife site, the Alscot
Conservation Area and the Longwick Bog local wildlife site.
Alternatively, it could be a new man made feature (just as
the railway line is now), or could use landscape and urban
design to create a new edge. The size of the expansion
of the town would indicate which of these approaches is
appropriate.
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Responses
1. Creating a new edge using existing natural landscape
features such as the stream that passes through the
area, the Conservation Area, and the local nature
reserves as the northernmost extent of development.
2. Using a new relief road to define the town’s future edge,
with a design to ensure that unplanned development
cannot happen outside the development area.
3. Making new landscape designations, such as country
park areas, large scale open spaces, major structural
landscaping, protected local 'green gaps' or flood areas
to delineate the outer limit of the expansion area.
Summary
Any development will need to have a clear edge to maintain
Princes Risborough’s future scale, prevent coalescence
with Longwick, and preclude future piecemeal development
which does not contribute to a comprehensive plan for the
town. The options to define an edge are to use:
1. Existing natural landscape features.
2. A new relief road.
3. New landscape features and designations.
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depends on the
outcome of other issues

Sewage
works

Employment
focus

Issue 9: Response 2 - Diagram showing the potential
maximum extent of development if a new inner relief road
is used as the new outer extent of development. Care
would need to be taken to ensure that this remained the
permanent outer edge of the town.

Area of development
depends on the
outcome of other issues

New planted boundaries
and areas of woodland
used to define edge

Development avoids areas
of highest landscape
sensitivity

Issue 9: Response 3 - Diagram showing how the existing
pattern of field boundaries and new areas of woodland and
buffer planting can be used to create an appropriate edge
to the expansion. Areas of higher ground are avoided to
minimise visual impact.

Area of development
depends on the
outcome of other issues
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❚❚ Issue 10: Design with existing landscape features
to reduce impacts on important views

Princes Risborough is located to the north west of
the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB), and the study area, which lies beyond
the town, should also be considered in this wider
landscape context. The long views from Whiteleaf
Cross clearly show the built-up area of the town
today, and the stunning expanse of the Aylesbury
plain around and beyond it.

Responses
1. Establishing a strong framework for the masterplan
drawn from cues in the existing landscape.
2. Retaining existing structural landscape features and
planting to form a strong landscape framework to shape
any new development area.
3. Adding new planting to shield long development edges.

Background
The most common means of minimising impacts, or
changes, on long distance and panoramic views of this
nature is to screen development with new planting. However,
rather than starting with the development, and then
attempting to ‘foil’ it with planting, the masterplan needs
to draw from the existing landscape structure and features
to provide its framework, so that the development and the
landscape are designed together. This framework can then
respond to how it looks from the important views from the
AONB, ensuring that where the land is higher and more
prominent, that the landscape framework is stronger.

4. Ensuring that roofscapes are considered from long
distance viewpoints.
5. Using a variety of materials which are in keeping with the
already visible local context.
6. Using lower development densities in areas that are more
prominent from the views to allow sufficient space for
significant landscape areas.
7. Using higher development densities in areas that are less
visible.
Summary
Views from the AONB are very important. The existing
landscape provides clues for how views of any new
development could become acceptable features within the
wider landscape, by:
1. Working with the existing landscape character to inform
the masterplan.
2. Designing the development and landscape together.
3. Carefully choosing the form of development depending
on how prominent the land is from the views from the
AONB.
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Issue 10: Diagram showing the relative visual impact of different parts of the study area. The key
views are from the AONB to the east.
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❚❚ Issue 11: Get the right infrastructure in the right place
at the right time

Significant growth at Princes Risborough (between
1,000-2,500 homes) will require the support of
significant infrastructure. Smaller amounts of growth
may not deliver the step-change in infrastructure
that will be needed to make the growth of the town
feasible, acceptable and comprehensively planned.
Earlier work on viability indicates that the value generated
by greenfield development should be able to meet costs
like those set out in the table overleaf. Some fixed costs will
inevitably be proportionately higher on smaller scales of
development. Further work will be needed to ensure that
the requirement is reasonable in the context of land costs
and value generated, as contributions to infrastructure costs
will be extracted from developers. Some utilities items (e.g.
any improvements to the sewer and water supply network)
may only be known once the quantum and phasing of
development is identified in more detail. However, to deliver
all the infrastructure needed – with a fair and equitable
distribution of costs across the area – each parcel of
development will need to contribute. A piecemeal approach
will result in poorer provision or possibly nothing at all.
Elements of infrastructure will need to be delivered at the
right time so that existing facilities and services are not
stretched beyond capacity, and to establish helpful patterns
of travel behaviour. The phasing of development will help
with this, as will investigating sources of forward funding.

Responses
1. Development should be phased from the area closest
to the town centre first, so that key links and services
are established from the start. However, to ensure this
first phase does not have to bear disproportionate costs
of connections over the railway, the overall size of the
development needs to have been planned and agreed,
with the costs being born on an equitable basis across
the whole area.
2. Explore all reasonable sources of funding and delivery:
-- Section 106 contributions and CIL3
-- Strategic infrastructure to be supported by LEP
sources of funding through the Strategic Economic
Plan.
-- Other grants and funds.
Summary
The right infrastructure will be needed to deliver a
comprehensive, sustainable development. This will rely on
the right phasing of development across the area. Some
infrastructure will need to be forward funded to establish
sustainable communities from the start.
1. Phase development from the area closest to the town
centre outwards.
2. Infrastructure costs should be borne equitably across the
whole development area.
3. Maximise funding from a range of sources.

3
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Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) allows contributions to
be collected from developers to fund infrastructure
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Issue 11: Diagram showing which parts of the area of search are in the most sustainable and well connected locations in relation to the town centre
and Princes Risborough Rail Station. This shows the phasing of the study area in relation to 2 phases related to the following considerations.
Hatched areas indicate those parts of the area of search where strategic landscape or non-residential uses are likely to be required.

Phase 1 land

Phase 2 land

■■ All areas within 10 minutes walk of the edge of Princes

■■ Other land within the area of search.

Risborough town centre (assuming new crossings are in
place)
■■ All areas within 15 minutes walk of Prince Risborough

Station (assuming new road connection in place)
■■ Excluding land within these areas with current or known

constraints related to ground conditions, landscape,
conservation or ecology reasons.
■■ Within 400m of an existing or upgraded bus high quality

bus route (assuming the upgrade of existing provision).
■■ Excluding land within these areas with current or known

constraints related to ground conditions, landscape,
conservation or ecology reasons.

DECEMBER 2014

■■ Excluding land that is most subject to ground or surface

water flood risk.
■■ Land that is subject to ground water and surface water

risk of flooding with low permeability.
■■ Includes land that is higher and more visible in the wider

landscape context.
NB: If particular crossings or road improvements are not
deliverable or included within future master plans then the
areas of land within each phase would change.
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Background
Indicative costs for some of the significant social and
transport infrastructure required are set out below. These will
be subject to further investigation and refinement in order to
create a balanced community.
Community Infrastructure

1000 homes

Indicative cost (£000)

2500 homes

Indicative cost (£000)

GP surgeries

1-2 GPs in an
expansion of an
existing surgery

£280-£375 for
expansion of an
existing surgery

3-4 GPs ideally within
a new on site health
centre

£1,000-£2,000 for
a new on site health
centre

Community hall

One new community
facility of around
320sqm

£850

One new community
facility of around
800 sqm in total (or
two smaller facilities
depending on need)

£2,000

Primary school and nursery
provision

1 no. 2 form entry
primary school +
nursery

£4,000 to £6,000
approx

2 no. 2 form entry
primary schools +
nursery

£8,000 to £12,000
approx

Secondary school

159 upper school
places
92 grammar school
places

£572

397 upper school
places
230 grammar school
places

£1,430

Railway crossings for
pedestrians and cyclists 4

2 stepped and ramped
rail crossing

c. £1,400

1 stepped bridge
rail crossings and 2
stepped and ramped
rail crossing

c. £1,700

Relief road5

Limited route between
Longwick Road and
Summerleys Road

£16,000

Full route from Grove
Lane to Summerleys
Road

£26,000

New bus route / bus support
over 5 years

Improved local services £88 per year
for 5 years

One new quality bus
partnership

£220 per year
for 5 years

Transport

£1,200

Cycling, walking, rights of
way improvements

£3,000

Open spaces
Strategic open spaces

7.59ha

18.98 ha

Local open space

21.58ha

8.63ha

Note: land acquisition costs related to all of the above items are excluded
4

Current uncertainty around the impact of the East West Rail
incremental scheme – this may deliver improved crossings.

5

Part of the costs of the relief road may be covered by the
residential development costs under the integrated road option

Other infrastructure needs could include the comprehensive
provision of:
■■ acute and mental health services;
■■ higher and adult education;
■■ the emergency services;
■■ culture and leisure facilities;
■■ social care provision for adults and children;
■■ waste collection and disposal;
■■ sustainable travel initiatives;
■■ broadband; and
■■ flood mitigation.
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❚❚5 Summary of issues
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❚❚ Issue 1: Relieve existing
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1. An outer relief road – although the limited traffic benefits
and evident environmental harm suggests that this option
should not be pursued further

Issue 1 Response 1: Outer Relief Road

A4

Today’s and forecast future traffic congestion in the town
centre mean that many key road junctions on the A4010 are
and will be at capacity, with around 40% of vehicles making
through trips. The potential expansion of the town creates an
opportunity to alleviate town centre congestion and meet the
needs the development. This could be done with:

Longwick

2. An inner relief road
3. A through or integrated road
Further work is needed to establish whether 2 or 3 would be
the better option.
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Issue 1 Response 2: Inner relief road
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Refer to Section 4 ‘Issues
and Potential Responses’
for detailed view of figures
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Issue 1 Response 3: Through or integrated road
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B4

3. The provision of new road infrastructure creates the
opportunity to improve routes for cyclists and those on
foot, particularly in the town centre environment.
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3. Improve direct connections over the railway especially in
the area closest to the town centre at Park Mill Farm.
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facilities.
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❚❚ Issue 3: Integrate the town and

1. New shops and services should primarily be located
within the town, with only local shops in the new
development.
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4. High speed broadband has a role in reducing the need to
travel.
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1. Getting to the main railway station on foot and by bike is a
priority
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Providing attractive alternatives to the car can help to reduce
traffic and offer healthy choices in the way people travel.
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❚❚ Issue 2: Strengthening

Refer to Section 4 ‘Issues
and Potential Responses’
for detailed view of figures
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❚❚ Issue 4: Strengthen networks
for leisure and wildlife

Potential strategic footways
between Princes Risborough
and wider countryside
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Summary
Keeping the ‘town and country’ connection that Princes
Risborough currently enjoys is important with any expansion.
This can be done using:
1. New footbridges and improved under-bridges along the
railway line
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2. New links to existing public rights of way
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4. Existing landscape features being retained and
enhanced.
5. A new country park combining leisure and wildlife
spaces.
6. Open spaces and sports facilities located close to new
homes.

❚❚ Issue 5: Addressing ground and
surface water flooding

Two watercourses traverse the study area together
with a number of overland flow routes
(as shown in the Strategic flood Risk Assessment)
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4. Use development densities creatively.
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3. Give space for water courses to flow freely, including in
times of flood
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1. Due to the geology and topography of the landscape
around Princes Risborough, the area has high ground
water levels, and consequently sees ground water and
surface water flooding.
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❚❚ Issue 6: Nurture locally

grown employment and new
businesses opportunities

Summary
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2. Providing land for new small scale offices and flexible
workspaces
3. Identifying opportunities in the town centre for ‘hub
space’

❚❚ Issue 7: Ensure settlements
retain distinct identities

Summary
The historic settlements of Princes Risborough, Monks
Risborough, Longwick, and Askett should remain distinct
and identifiable places. This can be done by:
1. Creating a country park between Longwick and Princes
Risborough.
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❚❚ Issue 8: Respect the character
of Alscot Conservation Area
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Summary
Alscot hamlet is a Conservation Area, and any new
development must preserve or enhance its character and
appearance. New development proposals could respond it
in two ways:
1. Separate the hamlet with a green buffer around it
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2. Integrate it within a larger rural area to form a distinctive
part of the development.
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for detailed view of figures
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Open
countryside
Area of development
depends on the
outcome of other issues

❚❚ Issue 9: Define a clear edge
to development

Sewage
works

Employment
focus

Summary
Any development will need to have a clear edge to
maintain Princes Risborough’s future scale, prevent
coalescence with Longwick, and preclude future
piecemeal development which does not contribute
to a comprehensive plan for the town. The options to
define an edge are to use:

Issue 9: Response 1

1. Existing natural landscape features
2. A new relief road
3. New landscape features and designations
Area of development
depends on the
outcome of other issues

Issue 9: Response 2

New planted boundaries
and areas of woodland
used to define edge

Development avoids areas
of highest landscape
sensitivity

Area of development
depends on the
outcome of other issues

Refer to Section 4 ‘Issues
and Potential Responses’
for detailed view of figures

Issue 9: Response 3
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❚❚ Issue 10: Design with existing

landscape features to reduce
impacts on important views

Summary

Highest area within the area of search
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2. Designing the development and landscape together

A4010

3. Carefully choosing the form of development depending
on how prominent the land is from the views from the
AONB

❚❚ Issue 11: Getting the right

infrastructure in the right place
at the right time

1. Phase development from the area closest to the town
centre outwards
2. Infrastructure costs should be borne equitable across the
whole development area
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comprehensive, sustainable development. This will rely on
the right phasing of development across the area. Some
infrastructure will need to be forward funded to establish
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❚❚6 Conclusions and next steps

This report establishes a set of responses to 11 key issues,
which will be used to inform possible layouts for the potential
development area and its associated infrastructure. These
issues have covered:
■■ future traffic congestion in the town centre;
■■ alternative modes of transport;
■■ integrating the town and the potential growth area;
■■ supporting the town centre;
■■ networks for leisure and wildlife;
■■ flood risks;
■■ employment opportunities;
■■ the distinct identities of Princes Risborough, Longwick

and Monks Risborough;
■■ Alscot Conservation Area;
■■ making a new edge to any growth area;
■■ important views from the AONB; and
■■ timely infrastructure provision.

Further work will be needed on:
■■ refining the infrastructure costs;
■■ testing the road options and alignments;
■■ assessing traffic flows on road options;
■■ establishing the financial viability of different scales of

development;
■■ refining the phases of development and linked

infrastructure provision; and
■■ identifying layout options for the potential development

area itself.
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